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I. Background and Purpose of Research 

In the research of medieval Hungarian urban history, a contradiction had formerly 

emerged from the rigid adherence to the legal approach in research. From this point of view, 

there were no other urban settlements in the medieval Kingdom of Hungary except royal 

cities, because market towns (oppida / Marktflecken / mezővárosok) had only a few privileges, 

so they were not considered as urban centres. This contradiction could be resolved by the 

introduction of functional concept of city and the detailed analysis of the network of 

settlements. In the 1980s, professor András Kubinyi, inspired by geographic methods, mainly 

by the central place theory of Walter Christaller, has elaborated and successfully applied a 

system constructed from criteria of central places. With the aid of these criteria, he classified 

the settlements and identified which towns in late medieval Hungary could be regarded as 

urban centres. The main advantage of Kubinyi’s method is the interregional comparison and 

measure. In spite of the few sources in some regions in this period Kubinyi installed criteria 

(centre of landlord, royal, and ecclesiastical jurisdiction, centre of finance management, 

number of ecclesiastical institutions, e.g. monasteries, cloisters and hospitals, number of  

university students, guilds, weekly markets and annual fairs, junction of roads and at least 

privileges and legal denomination) the existence of which can be verified anywhere and their 

intensity can be also expressed by numbers. Beyond these criteria, Kubinyi and other 

historians have produced some other aspects (topography of settlements, number of 

inhabitants, social conditions, number of public baths, religious societies, use of official seal), 

which cannot be built into the system, partly because the sources are missing, or because they 

are not measurable and therefore not comparable. 

One of these unmeasurable and till now by no means analyzed aspect is the official 

local written culture of the settlements. By written culture I mean written production of towns 

and villages on the official level: the entire sum of charters and letters issued by town 

councils. In comparison to royal free cities legal literacy in Hungarian oppida was less 

differentiated and appeared later, at the beginning of the 14th century. Usually the written 

culture of the main cities gave the sample. Official documents are also known from 

insignificant settlements, villages, and in many cases, a single charter or letter is the only relic 

of the medieval government and social structure of the market town or village. Most of the 

issued medieval documents are lost, and the regional repartition of the remained ones is 

asymmetrical. While in the southern regions of the medieval Hungarian Kingdom, mainly on 
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the Great Plain, in the surroundings of the Lower Danube, and between the Drava and Sava 

rivers, the Ottoman conquest in the sixteenth century erased the whole network of settlements 

(and local archives entirely), in the western and eastern parts of the country plenty of 

medieval town charters and letters remained in numerous places within rich archival material. 

Considering this asymmetry of the remained documents, the characteristics of official local 

written culture could not have been compared and evaluated uniformly. But we can manage 

the Kubinyi system or – to be more precise – the hierarchic levels of settlements (central 

places) determined by him in order to describe the characteristics of official local written 

culture. My aim was to analyse one type of sources: every official document issued by towns 

and villages between 1301 and 1526, moreover to present their proportion, quality, and 

features on a national scale. Instead of the classification their formal, external, and internal 

characteristics I was interested in the role of these charters and letters in the whole structure of 

official local written culture and local government, and I have attempted to respond the 

question how these documents represent the inner and outer order of local society. 

Charters and letters issued by towns and villages cannot provide us a complete 

representation of the inner structures and life of town societies. If we had attempted to reveal 

these aspects too, it would have been necessary to consult other types of sources as well 

(documents issued by loca credibilia or counties, domanial registers for the landlords, tax lists 

etc.), which would have exceeded the frames of this dissertation. That is why my work is 

neither a history of town councils or self-government, nor an analysis on legal or social 

history. The conclusions derived from the analysis of the investigated archive material do not 

reshape completely our thinking about late medieval Hungarian market towns and villages, 

and our sources provide only a partial picture of the oppida. Even though this description is 

partial, disproportionate, and incomplete, the examination of towns through their written 

heritage can be very informative. If one sets each charter side by side, the detection of their 

inner connections and process of their genesis (where, how and by what means they have 

been outlined, written, sealed and issued) becomes possible, and the results can be compared 

to other the practice of other towns in other regions. 

II. Methods of Investigation and the Structure of Work 

The first step of investigation was rather simple, but time-consuming. I built the 

complete database of charters and letters issued by towns and villages in the whole territory of 

the Hungarian Kingdom, including Transylvania and Slavonia between 1301 and 1526, on the 
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basis of the Pre-Mohács Archives or commonly called Archives of Diplomatics (Diplomatikai 

Levéltár = DL) and the Photo Collection of Charters (Diplomatikai Fényképgyűjtemény = 

DF). For the sake of completeness, I also included two documents from (nowadays part of 

Satu Mare in Romania) dated from 1299, and some others from the following three decades 

after 1526, yet published. Processing of charters was feasible through the analysis of their 

digital photos on the internet. Some of the charters and letters are only known from 

publications, because the original ones are missing or temporarily not accessible in foreign 

countries’ collections. 

I registered in my database all settlements of the Hungarian Kingdom, which produced 

own charter or letter in the medieval period, excluded however those major ones, which were 

doubtlessly considered as cities (practically the royal free cities and some royal mining 

towns). Consequently, I could observe the evolving and fading features of the official local 

written culture of Hungarian oppida. I have settled (or if already known, controlled) the scores 

of all these settlements in the Kubinyi system of centrality, and with the support of these 

scores, I have attempted to describe the characteristic, structure, and intensity of official local 

written culture. Applying the same framework and the analogical method, I tried to identify 

the typical and identical marks, and from this point of view the possible differences. 

Fortunately, I did not have to modify the principles of counting the scores of the Kubinyi-

criteria, because his model is mainly valid for the second half and for the end of the fifteenth 

century. This feature roughly coincides with the nature of the examined charters: 49,9% of the 

remained charters were issued in the period of 1458-1526 (i.e. from the reign of Matthias 

Corvinus, Ladislas II and Louis II) and further 25-30% goes back to the first half of the 

fifteenth century. 

My database contains 1115 charters and letters issued by 281 settlements. For the 

analysis, I used different tables, which gave the opportunity to arrange and sort the elements. 

Following Kubinyi’s solution, I have not ordered the settlements into mere geographical 

regions, rather into administrative regions adjusting their boundaries to the fifteenth-century 

counties. I have established seven regions: Great Plain, Transdanubia, the western part of 

Upper Hungary, the Upper Tisza region, Transylvania, Slavonia and the middle part of Upper 

Hungary – the latter one, on account of the abundance of the known documents, had to be 

divided in two parts: the first one consists of the counties Gömör, Szepes and Sáros, and the 

second one included Borsod, Abaúj and Zemplén (these three can be labelled more simply as 

Hegyalja region.) 
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The dissertation consists of seven chapters. The introduction presents the reasons and 

framework of research. In the second historiography chapter, I give an account of the research 

of oppida. I discuss the changing estimation of these non-privileged market towns and their 

role in the medieval urban development. Nevertheless, I outline the details of the Kubinyi-

system of centrality, the methods of scoring, its results and reception. The third chapter deals 

with the temporal, regional, linguistic, and formal proportion of available and examined 

documents. In the fourth and fifth chapters, I attempt to present the organization, functions, 

activity of the issuing bodies, the councils of market towns and villages through the analysis 

of their charters and letters in order to reveal the typical and unique marks of their written 

products and the recoverable elements of the issuing process itself. In the sixth chapter, I 

introduce the types of issues handled in the market towns, finally, in the seventh and last 

chapter, I try to summarize the results and make an outlook to the early modern period. 

To the dissertation, I have attached a database in a separate volume. This is a register, 

or to be more precise, a catalogue of towns and villages with medieval charter in the medieval 

Hungarian Kingdom containing 281 settlements in alphabetical order, and indicating their 

scores of centrality, and listing their medieval documents in chronological order. Since the 

examined sources are of a considerable extension, I had to renounce my intention to publish 

even the abbreviated texts of the 1115 documents. I indicated merely the basic information of 

the records: date (and its original form occurred in the text), place of date, the intitulation 

(official enumeration) of the town council, the way of sealing indicated in the text, their 

outlook, in what form they remained to us, and the present-day repository or collection, where 

they are currently preserved. In order to make the application of the catalogue easier, I 

prepared an index of place names and a map in A3-format surveying all these settlements, 

also indicating their position in the hierarchy of the town network. The text of the dissertation 

itself was completed with five other maps in A4 and A3 format showing the regional 

proportion of charters (chapter 3), the issuing places of the non-Latin (namely German, 

„Czech” and Glagolitic Croatian) charters (chapter 3), the system of correspondence of towns 

with major cities (chapter 5) and the issuing places of charters or letters about vineyards 

(chapter 6). All maps have been delineated and carried out by Béla Nagy. 

III. Major Results 

The examined material can be devided into three main categories: charters concerning 

estates (house, ground-plot, vineyard, etc.), letters addressed to major cities (mainly in cases 
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of debts) and some city books not consulted in every detail. In respect of the number of 

settlements, Transdanubia (52 settlements) and the northwest region (59 settlements) are the 

most „literally urbanized” regions, but comparing the number of the known documents to the 

number of settlements, the Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén (or Hegyalja) region will takes the first 

place with an average of 8.1 documents per town. This is more than twice an much as the 

national average (4). Town charters in the Hegyalja region had not only better chances to 

survive, but the councils were presumably more active in writing down local official matters. 

The special situation of the almost monoculture vine-growing was the key factor in the 

recording activity. Vineyards in medieval Hungary were not parts of feudal allotment grounds 

and were more freely traded as László Makkai and recently László Szabolcs Gulyás 

explained. These transactions needed written confirmation, as well. 

Analysing the chronological proportion in periods of ten years, very few documents 

remained from the first three decades of the fourteenth century: 2-4 pieces per decade. The 

first growth was in the 1330s, when the number of charters suddenly increased to 10 pieces in 

average. In the 1410s, the number rose from 19 to 56 pieces, and until 1450 this amount 

remains. In the 1450s, and actually in the 1470s a real boom can be observed, when the 

number of documents reached the number of 80 in average pro decade. With the 1500s, this 

number becomes more than 100, and later in the incomplete decade of 1520-1526 over 110 

pieces per decade are produced. On a countrywide scale, in the trend of charter issuing 

activity of towns, five phases can be distinguished – the beginnings up to the 1330s, an 

improving period between 1330 and 1410, than a transitional between 1410 and 1450 and a 

mature period with steep increase between 1450 and 1500. Finally, a new period of growth 

follows after 1500 marking the new phase of the early modern age. The whole process can be 

compared to the general urban network progress, but has no direct relation with events and 

turning points of the history of politics. Even the results of the so called peasant war led by 

György Dózsa in 1514, which also mobilized town communities, made no significant 

alteration in the number of issued town charters. 

The predominant part, 80% of the examined documents is written in Latin. But, in 

contrast to the other branches of medieval Hungarian official written culture, vernacular 

languages also played a significant role. The rate of documents written in German is 18%, 

relative high. Almost every German document is a letter to major cities mostly about debts. 

Other issues occurred occasionally. In the correspondence, taking the partner’s command of 

language and expectations into consideration was also important. This implies that actually in 

some towns the use of German for inner local administration was sporadic or even missing. 
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The examples of German official letters survived from a semicircle shaped area of the western 

and northern parts of medieval Hungary, from Krapina to Varannó (Vranov nad Topl’ou) and 

along the river Danube from Pozsony (Bratislava) to Vác and probably to Buda. These 

riverside towns, e.g. Komárom (Komárno) or Vác used the Latin for inner administrative 

codification and German for correspondence. 

The remaining 2% of the documents is written in Slavic languages. In the northwest 

corner of the country bordering on the Margraviate of Moravia in Trencsén county 

(Trenčianska stolica) have occurred 9 charters and letters written in „Czech” language (in 

Hungarian research it is called Czech following István Kniezsa, Slovak researchers call it as 

Slovakized Czech or Old-Czech). The centre of this Czech language written culture was 

indisputably the town of Zsolna (Žilina), and its usage was limited to some towns in Trencsén 

and Pozsony counties. Far south, in Slavonia, in the southern area of Zágráb county 

(Zagrebačka županija), beyond the river Sava from the villages of Bović and Sztenicsnó 

(Sjeničnjak) 4 charters are known in Croatian with Glagolitic script between the years 1500-

1513. These can be considered as the proof of Dalmatian influence, but remain “exotic” from 

the Hungarian point of view. There is no remaining charter written in Hungarian before 1526. 

This phenomenon does not indicate that Hungarian would not have been suitable for phrasing 

legal documents. In the absence of inspiring foreign examples, and in consequence of the 

predomination of Latin as political and legal language, the Hungarian was not standardized in 

the Late Middle Ages as official written language. This change occurred a few decades later 

in early modern times. The linguistic difference was accompanied by the uniformity of legal 

environment. The texts of documents written either in Latin, or in German, Czech, Croatian 

before 1526, or in Hungarian in early modern period, contain the same formulas in identic 

structure because of the identic legal context. 

The dates of charters offer us the possibility of exploring some government activities 

in the market towns. On the one hand, we can derive the day of the yearly election of town 

officials. On the other hand, from the pattern of days one can conclude the system of the 

council’s weekly sessions or court hearings. In most of the smaller medieval Hungarian towns 

and villages, according to the signs, the council had only one weekly session generally. Two 

or more sessions were held only the in larger market towns (oppida in the fifth centrality level 

in the Kubinyi system and above). 

At one point, the character of official local written culture of market towns differs 

strikingly from the practice of loca credibilia. This is the institution of the sealing day (tempus 

sigillationis). The practice can be observed in the towns of Tolcsva and Sátoraljaújhely in the 
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Hegyalja region and was analysed by László Szabolcs Gulyás in a paper published in 2008. 

The charters concerning the business transactions of estates were sealed much later, on one 

fixed day, or more than a year later. Fortunately, I could observe this phenomenon in other 

regions’ settlements throughout the country, in Slavonia (in Szalatnok, nowdays Podravska 

Slatina), in the Great Plain (in Úljak/Ilok and Lippa/Lipova), or in Transylvania (in Dés/Dej) 

and I was also able to identify the variations of the practice (one fixed yearly sealing day, 

more sealing days per year, sealing days as days of council sessions). Other examples from 

the early modern period also support the existence of these altering practices in the fifteenth 

century. However, the sealing day was not generally used in the whole country. In the regions 

of Transdanubia and Gömör-Szepes-Sáros counties, there is no clear evidence yet. 

The documents issued by town councils are also the most important and on 

interregional scale comparable sources for the organization of towns’ magistrates themselves. 

In the charters, the council names itself either at the beginning (intitulatio), or at the end as 

signature (subscriptio). The titulature in its complete form is composed of four elements: 

judge (or in some western towns explicitly: mayor, iudex, Richter, sudac) and counsellors or 

jurors (iurati, Geschworene, Ratmänner), and other citizens (external council, ceteri cives), 

and others (from the whole the community). The way of identification depends mostly on the 

type of the case, or on the format of the charter, and less on the importance of the settlement, 

although major towns’ organizations were larger and more complex. This difference could 

appear also in the intitulatura, when all the counsellors were enumerated. As a remarkable 

feature, there were only slight changes in intitulaturas in general: it was just the set, 

unchangeable format which provided authenticity. 

One of the important results of the source analysis is the classification of different 

sizes and types of town council organizations. The presence or absence of one or more judges 

can be explained by reasons of ownership, settlement morphology, or the nature of 

procedures. Mentioning more (two, exceptionally three) judges can be interpreted as a result 

of having two landlords, who designated their own judges (Mezőtúr, Tiszavarsány, 

Verőce/Virovitica, Bazin/Pezinok, Szentgyörgy/Sväty Jur, Csenger). Separate quarters of a 

town could have separate bodies and own issued charters (Kesztölc in Tolna county). 

In case of settlements with more cores, positions of special judges (street judges, 

assistant-judges) could have existed, therefore in the charter more judges can be mentioned 

(Várad/Oradea). Separate parts of a town could have their councils and own charters (Upper 

and Lower city of Kőrös/Križevci). Due to procedural reasons, a former judge can be 

mentioned in the charter together with his successor (Cegléd). In addition, the number of 
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judges could be related to the number of jurors: certain jurors can be also entitled as judges 

due to different functions (judge of mills, judge of hills/vineyards, master of mines, etc.). In 

these cases, the number of jurors or their absence from the intitulatura can be informative. 

Finally, at the beginning of the sixteenth century, the judge could be intitled as prime judge 

(iudex primarius or iudex principalis) and the jurors as juror judges (iurati iudices) as it will 

be usual in the early modern times. 

The number of jurors could vary and occasionally fluctuate, but basically it was a 

fixed number. In late medieval Hungary, town councils can be grouped into three categories 

based upon their number. The most widespread type is a council with 12 members. This type 

occurs in the most cases, sometimes the judge is included into the 12, in other cases, one of 

the jurors is at the same time judge, as well. That is why the 12 members actually mean 10 to 

(occasionally 13) members. (More than 12 members, namely 13 occur only in 

Korpona/Krupina in 1370.) The other two types can be derived from the “12-type”: half (6 

people) or trisect (4 people) headcount. These were probably the most standard types, because 

we can give examples, when the enumeration is also given with numbers, not only the 

headcount. Despite the limited data, we can assume – based on early modern parallels – a size 

of quartered (3 people) and possibly a two-third model (8 person). We have only sporadic 

data related to the organization of external councils, mainly from the northern and northeast 

regions. The number may be 10, 12, 25, and multiples thereof (20, 24, 50, 100). 

The texts of the charters and letters can also be applied as a source for the analysis of 

legal self-denomination of towns (civitas or oppidum). Although based on their own 

diplomas, we can reveal only the identity or self-consciousness of towns and not the external 

official denomination – it needs further research to analyse the relationship between external 

denomination policy and inner identity: whether the towns’ self-denomination meet the 

expectations of the central power or the landlord, or opposed to it – but on the long term, the 

self-denomination became parallel with “official standards”. 

In the case of towns falling to the category of “oppida with mid-town functions”, i.e. 

the fourth hierarchic level in the Kubinyi system (16-20 point), it seems that they played a 

“waiting game” in the question of self-denomination. Two-thirds of the towns belonging here 

indicate themselves without any denomination in the entire period. Quarter of them use 

civitas, two fifth use oppidum, but here the use of the terminus is not the replacement of 

civitas at the end of the period. These settlements start to use one of these denominations 

based on their own inner development. 
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In the case of those settlements where there are sufficient number of remained charters 

and letters, I had the opportunity to compare the handwriting on each charter. This is a most 

interesting question, because it is almost completely unknown, who wrote these town 

documents, and it would not have been feasible previously to examine this topic in the 

absence of digital photos. In this respect, my dissertation brings important new results. 

Generally the time span of one town’s identic handwriting is from 3 to 5 years. The 

hand of charters, which are issued within this period, is usually the same. Of course, there are 

some examples, when the handwriting changes within a shorter time. This could be 

interpreted as an evidence for developed local written culture, e.g. in Kismarton (Eisenstadt) 

each posted letter is from a different hand. Elsewhere (in Szepesváralja/Spišské Podhradie or 

in Csepreg) I could observe that the charters and letters issued within shorter time have the 

same handwriting in spite of the fact that certain pieces are written in Latin, others in German. 

Despite the variability of handwritings, the charters and letters are identically formularized. It 

is a remarkable fact that on the lower levels of the hierarchy of settlements, there was also 

enough legal knowledge to issue charters meeting the demands of local society. Towns, 

similarly to late medieval counties, had no permanent staff for writing either. 

The last chapter of the dissertation provides an overview of the types of cases in 

towns’ administration. Somewhat simplified, the codified matters of a market town’s can be 

divided into three groups. Most of them belong to jurisdiction based upon territorial 

competence. This includes the role of an authentic witness (acknowledgements or fassionales, 

various certifications, especially in estate matters and compromises) and that of judiciary 

body (civil judgements and certain criminal matters). Another task was the legal 

representation of their citizens on basis of personal jurisdiction: the town council as a 

representative of the community, or a citizen corresponded with the “outside world”. The 

third and most insignificant function ensued from the settlement’s position in public life: in 

any matter, that was not related to the town either territorially, or personally, town councils 

could be asked to act like arbiters (probi viri) as a whole, or they could delegate members to 

these occasional arbitrary courts. This function produced minimal written heritage and 

generally the council did not issue an own charter alone, but in cooperation with others. 

The charters relating to sales contracts of estates are considered as the most 

formularized and therefore most comparable sources. The declaration of the vendor became a 

sterile, artificial, and staged Latin text. But due to this transformation, the elements of 

customary law concerning sale and purchase: the neighbourhood’s pre-emptive rights, the 

guarantee and the ritual pledge or toast called in Hungarian áldomás, which the texts 
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themselves more or less show in formulas, are can be studied and compared. I have performed 

a countrywide comparison on the basis of charters in relation to vineyards. As a result, I 

attached a map to my dissertation representing the wine-growing areas in the fourteenth and 

fifteenth centuries. 

Another major group of the examined documents contains the letters regarding various 

debts, especially in the form of correspondence with other towns and cities. The network 

which can be explored of this correspondence is disproportionate thanks to the devastation of 

sources in southern regions, as another map illustrates. The map also clearly illustrates the 

importance of market circles of cities and towns: the corresponding towns are usually located 

at the margins of a 4 mile circle. Some of the charters refer to other case types. Appeals and 

examinations of witnesses are issued as own letters of the town. The judgments are issued 

reflecting on the way of judgment, in many cases together with the landlord’s bailiff, official 

or castellan. Finally, some charters provide clear evidence that the towns, although in 

principle they were not legal entities, but in practice, in customary law and under an implied 

recognition they were acting so. 

In conclusion, the analysis of official local written culture as a question and criterion 

was necessary. The examined material provides important results and new information about 

this group of various and numerous urban settlements, although it does not substantionally 

alter our thinking about oppida. It is remarkable, however, that these market towns are rather 

similar to the free royal cities (which were far above them in terms of their legal position) in 

respect of their charters, letters, and legal practice. It is not just following the sample, but also 

social development, as well. After humble beginnings in the fourteenth century, the analysed 

material quantitatively increased in the second and third decades of the fifteenth century, then 

in the period 1470-1526 another turn can be detected. The process is open at the end: a 

phenomenon of spatial saturation was associated with quantitative and organizational 

changes. These administrative forms and the official local written culture reflecting on the 

former, harmonize with the changes at end of the Middle Ages – the official local written 

culture of towns also fit into the change of the entire official written culture in late medieval 

Hungary. The organization of towns and the transaction of affairs became more efficient, 

more organized, more official. We can see the first steps from juridical problem solving 

towards state administration. Ferenc Szakály formulated it a long time ago that the Hungarian 

population in areas affected by the Ottoman conquest in the sixteenth century was not torn out 

of the customary law of Kingdom of Hungary, because – beside their economic opportunities 
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– they were able to develop certain forms of “necessity-administration”. In my dissertation, 

the examined source material offers irrefutable proof for the late medieval preliminaries. 

The jurisdiction of towns and villages and their official written culture have already 

reached a standard that was necessary to their administration. In early modern times, only the 

continuity and further development of this advanced and high-quality local practice, legal 

knowledge and law enforcement can be observed. 

IV. Published Paper 
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